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SUMMARY

To obtain an Order Entry Processor is Managing the sales order databases, tracking, history, 
logistics and warehouse tasks; Verifying product serial numbers and pallet quantities for each 
customer order. Reviewing order deliveries; Managing PODs and align with HQ shipping 
documentation; Updating shipping records, ship samples, process returns and exchanges.

SKILLS

Process Assistant, Order Database, Planning, Sales.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Order Entry Processor
ABC Corporation  February 2012 – June 2012 
 Spoke and communicated with fellow employees at a professional level.
 Read, interpreted, and deciphered general written instructions from documents such as work 

orders, safety regulations, operating procedures, or other job specific written documents.
 Performed basic mathematical functions such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 

division in all units of measure using whole numbers, common fractions, and decimals.
 Instructed initial education and continued education, education workshops/concepts as 

required via Teams.
 Actively strived to improve personal instruction techniques, knowledge, and overall know-how

relative to customer service needs.
 Efficiently maintained participant records, such as progress reports.
 Reviewed and processed legal documents.

Order Entry Processor
Delta Corporation  2009 – 2012 
 Completing data entry of customer information.
 Fulfilling customer orders with various jurisdictions.
 Sending accurate results to customers in a timely manner.
 Problem solving issues related to customers and documentation.
 Responsible for incoming and out-going job orders through shipping, receiving and order 

entry.
 Ensure correct testing procedures.
 Created internal.

EDUCATION

GED
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